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PRESS RELEASE 
Technology Partners Wins Inavero’s 2018 Best Of Staffing® Client And Talent Diamond 

Awards 

Diamond Award winners have won the Best of Staffing Award for at least 5 years in a row, consistently earning 
industry-leading satisfaction scores from clients and job seekers. 

St. Louis, MO – February 15th, 2018:  Technology Partners, a leading IT staffing and solutions company announced 

today that they have earned Inavero’s Best of Staffing® Client and Talent Diamond Awards after winning the Best of 

Staffing Client and Talent Awards at least five years in a row for providing superior service to their clients and job 

seekers. Presented in partnership with CareerBuilder, Inavero’s Best of Staffing winners have proven to be industry 

leaders in service quality based entirely on ratings provided by their clients and the employees they’ve helped find 

jobs. On average, clients of winning agencies are 2.3 times more likely to be completely satisfied and job seekers 

who work with winning agencies are 1.7 times more likely to be completely satisfied with the services provided 

compared to those working with non-winning agencies. 

Focused on helping to connect people with the right job openings in multiple states within the US, Technology 

Partners received satisfaction scores of 9 or 10 out of 10 from 69.6% of their clients and 80% of their talent, 

significantly higher than the industry’s average. With fewer than 2% of all staffing agencies in the U.S. and Canada 

earning the Best of Staffing Award, just 33% of the 2018 Best of Staffing winners earned the Diamond Award 

distinction. The winners of this award truly stand out for exceeding client expectations. 

 “To say we are proud of winning the Diamond Awards for both the Client and Talent categories is an 

understatement. We feel tremendously honored that both our clients and employees feel well served by 

our teams at Technology Partners and it is truly a testament to the philosophy we have worked hard to 

preserve for over 24 years by putting our people first. We know that this is a result of everyone feeling 

equipped with charge over their careers and the partnership we aim to achieve with all our clients.” 

- Lisa Nichols, CEO, Technology Partners, Inc. 
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TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS WELCOMES ANOTHER POWERFUL FEMALE LEADER TO THE TEAM PAGE 2 

“With a tight labor market and growing economy, finding the right recruiting partners is critical to success, 

Best of Staffing Diamond award winners provide consistently remarkable service to their clients and job 

candidates, and I couldn’t be more proud to feature them on BestofStaffing.com.” 

- Eric Gregg, CEO, Inavero 

 

About Technology Partners 

Technology Partners, Inc. is an award-winning, certified Women Business Enterprise that provides premier IT 

staffing and solutions. In our 20 years of experience, we have partnered with hundreds of clients across a range of 

industries nationwide, with client and consultant relationships that have lasted as long as we’ve been in business. 

Built upon a revolutionary transparent-margin business model, Technology Partners provides better value for our 

clients while giving our consultants higher salaries and career control. Founded by a former IT consultant, we’re 

committed to partnerships with our clients and consultants in thoroughly understanding their needs and providing 

them with the utmost service. 

About Technology Partners 

The Inavero team administers more staffing agency client and talent satisfaction surveys than any other firm in the 

world, reporting on more than 1.2 million satisfaction surveys from staffing agency clients and job seekers each 

year. Committed to delivering ongoing value to the industry, Inavero is proud to serve as the American Staffing 

Association’s exclusive service quality partner. 

About Best of Staffing  

Inavero’s Best of Staffing® Award is the only award in the U.S. and Canada that recognizes staffing agencies that 

have proven superior service quality based entirely on ratings provided by their clients and job candidates. Award 

winners are showcased by city and area of expertise on BestofStaffing.com – an online resource for hiring 

professionals and job seekers to find the best staffing agencies to call when they are in need. 
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